**Accuracy International**

AT AICS Kits all have black metalwork with a choice of stockside colors:

- **GREEN**
- **BLACK**
- **PALE BROWN**
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AX AICS Kits benefit from a Cerakote ceramic polymer firearm coating. Choose from:

- **H-Series** high performance in three unique AI colors
  - GREEN
  - PALE BROWN
  - DARK EARTH

- **Elite Series** ultra high performance for unrivalled durability
  - ELITE SAND
  - ELITE MIDNIGHT

**AX AICS REM 700 KIT SELECTOR**

**Remington™ 700 Performance Upgrades**

**Short Action .308 Winchester**

STAGE 2: folding stock, adjustable cheek piece

PART NUMBER

| 26712GR | 26712DE | 26712PB | 26712ES | 26712EM |

**Long Action .300 Winchester Magnum**

STAGE 2: folding stock, adjustable cheek piece

PART NUMBER

| 26713GR | 26713DE | 26713PB | 26713ES | 26713EM |

**Long Action .338 Lapua Magnum CIP Length**

STAGE 2: folding stock, adjustable cheek piece

PART NUMBER

| 26714GR | 26714DE | 26714PB | 26714ES | 26714EM |